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For some, a glass of water will cost more. | iStock.com Would you be surprised by the significant increase in your water bill? Most of us will, even if we don't usually pay too much attention to our utility costs. But that's the difficulty that millions of people face as access to fresh clean water becomes harder
to ship. Blame climate change, rising infrastructure costs, or modest supply and demand. In a number of major cities, water prices are rising. A new report from Circle of Blue, a network of journalists and scientists covering the global freshwater crisis, details 30 such cities where residents face substantial
water price increases. We're not talking about a mere leap from month to month. Instead, they are annual increases that can have a real impact on your household budget. The average cost of residential drinking water services for families using 100 gallons per person per day rose 4 percent last year,
according to circle of blue's annual survey of 30 major U.S. cities, the report said. For a four-day family of four using 50 gallons per person per day, the average price is up 4.6 percent. The median increase for both scenarios is 3 percent. There are many factors that ultimately determine your final water
bill. Climate, infrastructure, and geographic location are chief among them. Even if you live in a relatively wet climate with seemingly endless freshwater supplies, you may not be immune to rising prices. In alphabetical order, here are 15 cities that have experienced steep water price increases. The first
city, Austin, Texas, was also the municipality that saw the sharpest rise. 1. Austin, Texas No city in America has seen a rise in water bill prices over the last few years like Austin. According to a Circle of Blue analysis, water costs have risen 31% since 2014. Austin increases the cost of water for the
highest volume users. City utilities also charge higher fixed costs so revenue stabilizes, even as water use declines, the report said. 2. Boston, Massachusetts Massachusetts Institute of Technology campus near Boston | iStock.com/rabbit75_ist The average water bill for those in Boston broke the $100
mark at some point between 2010 and 2011, but in recent years, the increase was more apparent. Per the report, the average bill for Boston residents is now about $125. That was a big increase over prices five years ago, and for those who use the most water, the price increase has been the highest. 3.
Charlotte, North Carolina Charlotte, North Carolina | iStock.com in Charlotte, North Carolina, saw some steep water price increases like anywhere in the country. Again, the user are the people who bear brunt of the rising costs, although no one is unaffected. Affected. for The Circle of Blue, Charlotte was
one of the few cities to have an annual price increase of about 9% between 2011 and 2014. 4. Chicago, Illinois Chicago Cut Steakhouse, overlooking the Chicago River | Chicago Cut Steakhouse via Facebook Chicago residents have been taking it on the chin lately, especially in terms of water prices.
Chicago is nearing the end of a five-year plan to double water rates, the Circle of Blue report said. The new revenue will help the city to double the rate at which it replaces old water pipes. Given the fallout from Flint, Michigan, and other cities with water problems, it's hard to say the plan was a bad idea. 5.
Dallas, Texas Dallas, Texas | iStock.com/f11photo water prices in Dallas have been rising steadily for years now. It should be noted, too, that neighboring Dallas Fort Worth also made the Circle of Blue list. The region gets its drinking water from a series of reservoirs and lakes, and given Texas' dry
climate, water can and does not become scarce and expensive. The average bill, per report, is still less than $100 - despite the increase. 6. Houston, Texas Downtown Houston | iStock.com Houston, like Dallas, is in the hot, dry state of Texas. And since 2010, the price of water bills has increased
substantially. Also, like its northern neighbor, Houston's main drinking water source is sourced from reservoirs, though residents actually end up consuming sewage that is processed from the north. The water was also not cheaper. 7. Los Angeles, California Downtown Los Angeles Skyline | Mark
Ralston/AFP/Getty Images Large areas of Los Angeles may be located on the coast, but it is still a relatively dry area. If you head a few miles inland, for example, it's not unusual to experience a significant temperature increase. And as many people know, water has been difficult to come by in the area
over the past few years. As a result, water bills are rising, with average bills reaching more than $125 in 2015. 8. Milwaukee, Wisconsin City | iStock.com/Rudolf Balasko District of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is another city located along the coastline. In this case, this is a freshwater coastline: Lake Michigan.
As you might have guessed, Lake Michigan is the city's main supply of drinking water. But that doesn't prevent water prices from continuing to rise. Although prices have remained fairly flat over the past few years, they jumped in 2015. 9. New York City, New York Times Square | iStock.com/AndreyKrav
New York City, the nation's largest city, has also not been immune from rising water prices. A look at Circle of Blue data shows steady increases in water prices in the New York area over the past few years, although the average bill remains below $100. New York gets most of its water from the aqueduct



system - Delaware, which feeds nearby lakes and reservoirs. 10. 10. Pennsylvania Philadelphia, Pennsylvania | iStock.com Just south of New York, Philadelphia also saw water prices creep up. Philly's average bill price has gone up more steadily than it has in the New York area, with the average bill for
heavy users now landing at around $100. According to local reports, the average household in the city has seen bills increase by as much as 5% in one year. 11. San Diego, California San Diego, California | Donald Miralle/Getty Images We're back west to California, where neighboring south of Los
Angeles and California's second-largest city are also experiencing rising water prices. San Diego, despite sitting adjacent to the Pacific Ocean, is dealing with the same problem as L.A. - namely it is a relatively dry region, and a prolonged drought has made water scarce. As a result, water bills for some
households topping $150. 12. San Francisco, California San Francisco, California | iStock.com/kropic Lives on the left coast but shooting north a few hundred miles, San Francisco residents are also seeing water bills rise. Like San Diego, some people in the San Francisco area now get water bills that are
more than $150 a month. The increase has been steeper in San Francisco than in southern cities, with prices doubling in just a few years, per Circle of Blue data. 13. San Jose, California San Jose, California | iStock.com just south of San Francisco and still in the same public metro area, San Jose also
can't avoid rising water prices. Although San Jose is hotter and drier than its northern counterpart, water prices are substantially lower. The average bill, even for heavy users, is still less than $100. Part of the reason is that San Francisco increased rates to pay for earthquake protection plans for its water
system. 14. Seattle, Washington Seattle, Washington | Mark Ralston/AFP/Getty Images Seattle, in the wet and wild Pacific Northwest, has seen water prices rise, too, though not that sharply. Even so, Seattle appears to have the highest water prices in the country, with the average homeowner bill costing
$171.48. The reason Seattle's water is so expensive is that the city's infrastructure is more expensive. Plus, investments and city projects were recently added to create higher bills than most used. 15. Tucson, Arizona Tucson, Arizona | iStock.com the last city on our list (remember to check out all 30 in
the Circle of Blue) is Tucson. It makes sense the price of water will increase in Tucson, which is located deep in the Arizona desert. But since 2010, prices have continued to rise, surprising many users. The city is one of several that have seen annual increases of as much as 9%, per the Blue Circle. More
from Money &amp;amp; Career Cheat Sheet: But cities have long had to change themselves to cope with the disease. I Am about urban planning and infectious diseases trace this pattern to the nation's founders. Yellow fever and choleraIn 1793, an outbreak of yellow fever in Philadelphia killed 5,000
people–about 10% of the U.S. capital's population at the time. At the time, Philadelphia, like all american cities, did not have a city garbage service. Pigs roam the streets and eat garbage. On the advice of leading doctors who shifted blame for the outbreak away from immigrant communities and toward
poor sanitation - precisely, because germ theory has not yet been discovered - philadelphia's mayor allowed emergency funding to treat the sick and clean sewers. Such efforts are a harbinger of urban planning reform, as cities will take the expensive job of removing waste and creating sanitation
departments over the next 50 years. These measures greatly improve the health of the population in the short and long term. They also added alleyways to cities for garbage disposal. When contaminated water brought waves of cholera swept through the U.S. in the 1850s, cities across the country gave
birth to twin agencies of public health and urban planning to create and enforce regulations. In the same period, the New York City Health Board made way for Central Park - the nation's first public park - on the grounds that open urban space improved human health and the environment. The park houses
reservoirs designed to deliver fresh clean water to the developing city. It received water from one of the first major waterways in the country. For the first time, a New York housing development is planned, with growth attached to funding for sewers and sewers. In 1916, a patchwork of development
directives was drafted into the first urban zoning code in the US. Cities everywhere followed New York's example, taking over land use and conquering waterborne pathogens such as cholera and polio in the mid-1900s. New York's Central Park produces, in part, cholera. [Photo: Andrew Bertuleit/iStock]
Battling airborne airborne pathogens, which make up eight of the 10 most recent pandemics, however, proved difficult to battle. When Egypt faced H1N1 swine flu in 2009, officials in Cairo misdiagnosed the problem, focusing on slum permits and pig culling instead of violating human-to-human
transmission. Swine flu, an air disease, contains the genes of pigs but cannot be transmitted by pigs. As many Cairo neighborhoods rely on a Coptic Christian group called Zabaleen to dispose of waste - which they then eat into pigs - the streets are soon littered with garbage. The rat population is
booming. Typhoid, cholera, and other diseases reappear. Breaking the transmission of diseases in the air reduction of human-to-human contact through physical distancing and business closures, for example, and wearing masks to inhibit infection droplets. Shelter orders prevent travel-related illnesses
lockdown is difficult to maintain over time, policymakers are looking for long-term solutions. NYC should develop an immediate plan to reduce overcrowding, tweeted New York Governor Andrew Cuomo on March 22, reviving the old argument that density contributes to greater human-to-human contact
and disease. New York's 9 million residents can't stay inside forever. [Photo: tarabird/iStock] But while densely populated major cities are more likely to get in the point for disease, history shows suburbs and rural areas fared worse during the air pandemic - and its after. According to Princeton evolutionary
biologist Andrew Dobson, when there are fewer potential hosts - that is, people - the deadliest strains of the pathogen have a better chance of being passed on. This selection pressure theory explains in part why rural villages were hardest hit during the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic. Per capita, more people
die from the Spanish flu in Alaska than anywhere else in the country. Lower density areas may also suffer more during pandemics because they have fewer, smaller, and less complete hospitals. And because they are not as economically resilient as big cities, the post-crisis economic recovery takes
longer. Releasing common sense measures that cities can take to fight the corona virus appears. One promising idea involves closing some roads to cars, as Oakland and New York do. It allows city dwellers to get out and walk -but not too close together - as recommended to maintain physical and
mental health. Such pilot closures can eventually pave the way, creating urban greenbelts for walking and cycling at safe distances even in the most populous places. Easy access to nature has additional benefits for urban areas, including maintaining productive farmland and a supply of fresh food
nearby. Other coronavirus initiatives focus on protecting the city's most exposed residents. Anti-poverty centers, city agencies launched after the Great Recession of 2008, now focus on anti-eviction laws and rent control measures to prevent homelessness during pandemics. Keeping people safe inside
helps stop the spread of the virus and is likely to reap public health dividends beyond pandemics. Pandemic.
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